
Stocks extended losses Friday with 
investors waving off strong quarterly results 
from technology heavyweights to focus on 
the uncertain outlook amid a surge in 
COVID-19 cases in the U.S. and Europe.

On the last trading day of the month, 
investors also faced the prospect of the U.S. 
elections next Tuesday and no certainty 
about the timing of any further financial aid 
for businesses and consumers from 
Congress.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average DJIA 
closed down 157.51 points, 0.6%, at 
26,501.60, while the S&P 500 SPX lost 40.15 
points, or 1.1%, to close at 3,269.96. The 
Nasdaq Composite COMP slumped 274 
points, or 2.5%, to finish at 10,911.59.

All three indexes closed well off much 

steeper midday lows, but the week still 
marked the biggest weekly and monthly 
decline for the Dow since March, and the 
worst week for the S&P 500 and the Nasdaq 
since March.

The Dow closed 6.5% lower for the week 
and 4.6% lower for the month. The S&P 500 
lost 5.6% during the week, and the Nasdaq 
was down 5.5%.
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CLockdowns revived

The continued rapid increase in new 
coronavirus infections sparked new curbs on 
economic and social activity. Areas in the US 
are seeing increases in case counts. 
Hospitalization and death rates are also rising 
but remain well short of levels experienced 
last spring as younger people have recently 
fallen victim to the virus more often than more 
vulnerable populations. This week, Dr. 
Anthony Fauci, head of the US National 
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, 
said that a coronavirus vaccine will not be 
available before January 2021 and that a 
return to normal is unlikely until 2022. 
However, he noted improved COVID-19 
survival rates amid better treatments.

Q3 grow t h rebounds

The US economy expanded at a 33.1% annual 
rate in the third quarter, which slightly beat 
economists' expectations. The US has 
recovered about two-thirds of the output lost 
in the first half of the year when the pandemic 
disrupted the global economy. The recent 
rebound in coronavirus cases is expected to 
slow the pace of growth in the year 's final 
quarter, with a rebound to pre-COVID levels of 
gross domestic product not expected until 
around the middle of next year. 

US president ial race

With just four days to go until the November 
3rd election in the US presidential race, former 
Vice President Joe Biden's lead in the Real 
Clear Politics average of national polls 
narrowed to 7.3% from 7.9% a week ago. His 
lead in the battleground states of Arizona, 
Florida, Michigan, North Carolina, 
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin declined to 3.2% 
from 4.1%. Also noted is Biden's odds of the 
election edged down to 63.6% while President 
Donald Trump's odds of reelection dipped to 
35.3%. In addition to watching the presidential 
race, investors are keeping an eye on the 
Senate, where Democrats are favored to gain 
control in Tuesday's election.

US st im ulus t alks delayed

Talks between the White House and 
Democrats in the US House of Representatives 
broke off this week with no agreement. This 
means any further negotiations will have to 
wait until a lame-duck session of Congress 
after next week's election. Proposals for 
expansive aid to state and local governments 
and liability protections for businesses have 
been major sticking points in the negotiations. 
Should the Democrats sweep both houses of 
Congress and the White House, a very large 
rescue package is expected early in the new 
administration.
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Amazon.com Inc. AMZN shares fell 5.4% after 
reporting record quarterly sales Thursday, 
which saw it already reach a record profit 
total in 2020 thanks to increased spending 
during the pandemic.

Apple Inc. AAPL shares lost 5.6% after 
delivering record September quarter 
revenue to wrap up its fiscal year, but 
declining to provide a forecast.

Shares of Facebook Inc. FB declined 6.4% for 
the day. The social-media juggernaut topped 
forecasts for third-quarter profit and 
revenue, despite a torrent of criticism that 
included a monthlong ad boycott in July.

Shares of Google parent Alphabet Inc. GOOG 
GOOGL bucked the downbeat trend, closing 
more than 3% higher after the 
internet-search giant reported a return to 
rising ad sales and topped forecasts when it 
released its third-quarter results after 
Thursday?s close.

Twitter Inc. TWTR shares dropped more than 

21% after its daily active-user gains fell short 
of analyst expectations.

Shares of Netflix Inc. NFLX closed 5.6% lower 
after the streaming giant said late Thursday 
it would increase prices in the U.S. following 
a surge in new subscriptions in the first few 
months of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Coffee chain Starbucks Corp. SBUX saw 
shares fall 1.5% after it topped expectations 
for earnings but said it lost more than $1 
billion in sales because of the pandemic and 
called for slimmer profits in the next quarter.

Shares of aerospace and building-products 
maker Honeywell International Inc. HON 
ticked up 0.3%, despite the Dow component 
delivering third-quarter profit and revenue 
that topped expectations alongside upbeat 
guidance.

Dow component Chevron Corp. CVX shares 
gained 1% after the energy giant on Friday 
said it swung to a net loss in the third 
quarter, but delivered adjusted earnings that 
beat expectations while revenues fell shy of 
expectations.

HEADLINERS

This week, the New York Times reported that since 
April, the US savings rate has increased, credit 
scores have reached a record high, household 
debt has declined, and banks have barely touched 
the loan loss reserves set aside against consumer 
loans. A strong economy heading into the crisis, 
speedy and large government action to offset the 
economic impacts of the pandemic, and fewer 
outlets for spending have contributed to the 
relatively solid environment despite the pandemic.

Biden stated this week, that he would consult with 
allies before scrapping tariffs on China and that he 

would seek to use collective leverage in dealing 
with China on trade issues.

EARNINGS NEWS

With around 63% of the constituents of the S&P 
500 Index having reported for Q3 2020, blended 
earnings per share (which combines reported data 
with estimates for those that have yet to report) 
shows that earnings growth is running at -9.8% 
while sales fell 2% compared with the same 
quarter a year ago, according to data from FactSet 
Research. So far this quarter, about 86% of the 
companies reporting have exceeded expectations.



Ready for retirement? Find out why many are considering encore careers and 
push your boundaries into something more. 

Randall Fielder
     (713-955-3555, randall@park10financial.com)
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 ENCORE CAREERS: PUSH YOUR BOUNDARIES

Do you have questions about your stimulus check, the 
CARES Act, recession, SBA loans, finances, the market or the 
economy?

Park 10 Financial has the knowledge and expertise to 
answer all of your concerns. 

Em ail:  info@park10f inancial.com  

Shares of Exxon Mobil Corp. XOM closed 0.8% 
lower after the oil giant swung to a loss and 
said revenue fell nearly 30%, as the COVID-19 
pandemic took a bite, but delivered results 
that beat Wall Street expectations.

Under Armour Inc. UAA shares rose 0.8% after 
the athletic apparel and goods maker 
delivered earnings that beat expectations.
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